
FUMC ESL 4-19-2018  High Intermediate Lesson 
 
The bold letters in each word make the same vowel sound. Say the words. 

Some regions say route that rhymes with out.


These words have the same vowel groups. Read these word pairs and tell if they have the 
same vowel sound.


	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 

These words are homonyms. They sound alike, but are not spelled alike. Is their meaning the 
same? Tell the meaning of each word.


GERUNDS Part One

I.    A gerund is the “ing” form of a verb used as a noun. It is used in the same ways as a noun. Gerunds 
can be used as a subject or an object.

EX:  Playing tennis is fun. Playing is the gerund. It is the subject of the sentence.
We enjoy playing. Playing is the gerund. It is the object of the sentence.

Exercise:  Read the sentence. Underline the gerund. Tell if it is the subject or object of the 
sentence.

1. Walking is good exercise.
2. Smoking is expensive.
3. I don’t like writing.
4. My favorite hobby is reading.
5. I avoid flying because I am afraid.
6. We put off telling mother about Bob’s death.
7. I finished mowing the yard.
8. This shirt needs washing.
9. Your hair needs cutting.
10. We started eating dinner before they arrived.
11. Cooking is my favorite pastime.
12. Learning about other cultures is important.
13. Eating vegetables is good for you.

coupon route* through true who

do shoe to truth wound

group soup toucan two you

coupon - south through - shout true - tongue	 who - go

group - ground soup - cantaloupe truth - trust shoe - toe

birth     berth chants     chance fair      fare shone      shown sighs     size

I’ll         aisle haul        hall cruise      crews bawled     bald coarse      course



14. Finding a parking space is hard.
15. I enjoy drinking coffee.

II.     Don’t confuse gerunds with the “ing” form of the verb used in present continuous tense.
EX: I am playing tennis tomorrow. Playing is not a gerund. It is part of the verb “am playing”.
We are watching TV. Watching is not a gerund. It is part of the verb “are watching”.

Exercise: Read the sentence. Tell if the “ing” word is a verb in the present continuous tense or a 
gerund.

1. He is reading a book.
2. Reading books is fun.
3. Studying English is a necessity.
4. She is riding the bus tomorrow.
5. I hate riding the bus.
6. All of the children are helping the teacher.
7. She is calling their parents.
8. Linda loves spending money on clothes.
9. Speaking a foreign language is difficult.
10. The teacher is getting angry.
11. We avoid making the teacher angry.
12. I began learning English in high school.
13. They considered moving to New York.
14. The man continued talking even though they told him to be quiet.
15. I don’t mind helping.
16. She is always saying hurtful things.
17. Finding friends in a new country is hard.
18. Moving to New York was the best thing that ever happened to me.

Discuss: Fill in the blanks in these sentences. Take turns reading them to the class.

1. Finding ______________ in a new country is hard.
2. Moving to Austin was the ____________ thing that ever happened to me.
3. Moving to _______________ would be a dream for me..
4. I began learning English in ______________________.
5. I love spending money on ___________________.
6. I don’t mind doing  _____________________________.
7. Playing ________________ is a waste of time.
8. Swimming in the ocean is _________________.
9. Hiking in a forest during a rainstorm is __________________.
10. Jumping out of an airplane is __________________________.


